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George and the others left jubilantly with the three million dollar cheque.

Once they had left, Zayn approached Faye with the intention of expressing his gratitude. “Thank you for doing
that earlier, honey.”

Faye looked less than thrilled. She felt revulsed knowing that Zayn had his gaze fixated on her. With knitted

eyebrows, she muttered apathetically, “Hmmm.”

She was about to walk out of the room when Zayn called out from behind her, “Honey. ”

“Anything else?” Faye turned around, impatience written all over her face.

Zayn stared at her and said, “They don’t believe you, but I believe that you’re innocent.”

His touching words moved her so much that she had to shake off her disbelief. She asked, “Why do you

believe me? I went into his office, and both of us were together in the room without anyone else.”

Zayn was startled by her question. He could not think of an immediate answer for her. From any legical

person’s perspective, it did not help Faye’s case when she had dressed so exquisitely to visit the chairman’s
office. They had spent a significant amount of time together in a room by themselves. Moreover, he had
agreed to lend her three million dollars on the grounds that she pleasured him. In spite of that, Faye had
somehow returned with the agreed three million dollars, yet claimed she was still a virgin. Who in the right

mind would believe her?

The problem was that Zayn had been the masked chairman all along, and as the chairman of Violet Vision, he
could confirm that he had not touched Faye at all.

Alas, he could not reveal his true identity for a good number of reasons.



Seeing that he could not answer her question, her feelings for him promptly dissipated into the cold air. The
glazed look in her eyes had returned, and she looked all the more unhappy. Soon after, Ruby had come back
from sending George and the others off. She exclaimed disdainfully, “He doesn’t believe sh*t! He’s only
looking for a way to save his piteous face.”

Her mother’s words made the most sense in Faye’s head. Even if she had truly slept with chairman of Violet
Vision, what could Zayn do in retaliation? Would he go as far as physically hurting the chairman? He was

less than capable, and he was as timid as a mouse! He merely made such an outlandish statement to keep a
roof over his head!

Zayn hastily tried to explain, “Fifi, this is all a misunderstanding. I really do believe you! ”

Faye waved her hand dismissively as she responded disinterestedly, “Alright, I know, I know. I’m heading to

my room to take a shower. Just be there at eleven.”

Without sparing Zayn even a second to defend himself, she walked out of the room, scowling, before locking
the door behind her.

Zayn heaved a sigh. There was a long road ahead of him if he wanted to earn Faye’s trust and approval.

The very next day, Faye woke up early to get ready for a company meeting. She refused to take Zayn with her,
and that even if she did, he would be an eyesore to all of the other attendees. Zayn saw it as a blessing in

disguise, as he could make his rounds at Violet Vision without being seen as suspicious.

Now that he had acquired Violet Vision, many projects required his approval in the form of signatures and

verbal agreements. On another note, the growth of the company’s revenue had recently recorded a sharp
decline. Therefore, he had to come up with a plan to increase their profits.

Zayn was overly concerned, and it was mainly due to him being a business prodigy. He was highly convinced
that with a little more time, he could lead Violet Vision to soaring success and turn the media corporation into

one of the greatest companies in the country.



He had stopped taking his electric scooter to Violet Vision. After all, he was the chairman of a company that
was worth 300 million dollars. It was unfitting for him to get around in such an unsophisticated manner, so he
opted to hail a cab. When he had the time lying around, he planned on purchasing a luxury car to act as a
mode of transportation and match his identity.

“That is all for now. The meeting is adjourned.”

Zayn stood up and walked out of the boardroom. It was only then did the staff had the opportunity to loosen
up and relax. They began discussing work plans because it was the only thing they could do. Zayn was putting
a lot of pressure on them. The more time they spent with Zayn, the more they discovered that he was highly
intelligent. None of them could decipher the enigma that was Zayn Larson. He possessed the presence, the
competence, and the eloquence of someone beyond his years.

He was much more impressive than the previous chairman!

Not only did they regain newfound confidence in the future of Violet Vision, a spark of passion had reignited
their spirits one that drove them to do better and go further.
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